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Integration of a PIN and Yertical JFET for Photodetector OEIC
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The integralign of a PIN and a VJFET is useful for OEIC since the structure is compact and
has potend4ty v_ery high.pgygl and speed capabilities. The fabricated PIN has lowleakage
current, below 50nA at 10V bias. But VJFET shows low transconductance and does not
show full drain current cut off. Thus, a modified VJFET is also fabricated which
inco_rporalgd y for the gate resistance reduction. The W deposited on p-layer improves
the VJFET characteristics- significantly. Also a simple model for VJFET is pr6posed
including the space charge limited curent effects.

I. Introduction

Optoelectronic integrated circuits(OElC's) have been
studied by many researchers for their benefits, such as
increased performance, reduced cost, size and weight
reductions, and less stringent power requirements. This
situation is very similar to the case where the
development of integrated electronic circuits have given
benefits to the conventional electronic circuits .

The horizontal type OEIC's using MESFETs, back-
to-back Schottky diodes, laser diodes(LD's), etc., are
easy to fabricate in the sense that fine line lithography
technolcjgy and the other well-developed technologies
can be directly applied but the usual LD threshold current
in these cases requires relatively large transistor area.
But the vertical type OEIC's using vertical transistors
solve the problems mentioned above. Vertical
transistors such as heterojunction bipolar transistor,
vertical FET, etc., inherently have high power and speed
capabilities. Thus, if the parasitic capacitances, gate or
base resistances can be reduced by design improvement,
good OEIC would be obtained.

Also the vertical cavity surface emitting LD's with
high reflectance stacked mirrors[1] or conventional
horizontal LD's match well with the vertical transistor in
integration. But, usually the photodetector does not
match well with the light emitting devices.

Recently, the vertical integration of a light source and
a vertical transistor has been made and the elecEonic
devices match well with the optical devices[2]. But, the
photo-detection part of the vertical type OEIC's has not
been developed so far. In this paper, a vel"tical junction
FET(VJFET) and a modified VJFET, of which the gate
area is a PIN diode are to be presented. In this modified
VJFET, W layer is inserted to reduce the gate parasitic

resistances.

II. Structure and Fabrication

^ .Figure- 1 shows the schematic diagram of the
fabricated photodetector OEIC. The ltrucrure is
originally that of the vertical FET whose gate is changed
flom tun-gs.ten to p-GaAs to enhance the junction
characteristics for lower dark current in photoiretector.
Epitaxial growth is done by atmospheric-pressure
MOCVD. The layers are consist of n+-GaAs
buffer(about I to 2 pm), n--GaAs(about I to 2 pm) and
0.2pm intrinsic carbon doped p-GaAs. We used either
n+ or S.I. GaAs substrates. The 200-300nm SiO2 is
depositedty RF sputtelng anq then SiO2 patrern etchlng
and VJFET area grating etching by *6t etchanr are
followed. The grating has a period of l0pm and
line/space is about 5pm/5pm. The 2nd epitaxial growth
is done considering the fact that the effective growth rate
over the grating-are-a is 4 times grcater in this experiment
than that over the far GaAs region away from ihe drain
region. It is increased becaule sources for growing
migrate on the sio2 region to reach the GaAs seia ir tnE
migration length is smaller than about 100pm. If the
migration length is greater than l00pm, homogenous
reaction occurs and droplets of (Ga)(As) form. These
droplets are.poroul pgly GaAs formed on SiOz region.
And then the po.lf 9qa.r was etched away by wet
etchant. The AuGe/Ni/Au for n-ohmic riretdl and
Au/AuZn/Au for p-ohmic metal are used. Annealing is
done at 370oc for lmin 30sec. The individual device
characteristics are shown in figure 2. The dark current of
PIN diode is about 50nA ar lOv bias. The VJFET has a
low transconductance and does not show full cut-off
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(a)PIN-VJFET Schem atic
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Figure.l PIN-VJFET Structure

characteristics since it has a large channel depth( grating

opening) larger than 5pm and a large gate parasitic series
resistance.

To improve the VJFET characteristics, small grating

period(3pm) and W insertion between SiOz and p-GaAs
are used. The first epitaxial layers are the same as in the

case of the previous VJFET but p-GaAs is 0.lpm in this
case. The sputtered 50/200nm WSiO2 were
successively deposited. Then unmasked area of SiOz is
removed by reactive ion etching(RlE). AZ-5214
photoresist is used for the mask material. W is removed
by CF+ and H2 mixing gases. After the removal of W,
RIE is continued to etch GaAs using CClzFz and H2
mixing gases. And then the protruded W on the etched
surface was removed by dipping in hot HzOzfor about
l0 sec. Then the second MOCVD epitaxial layers of n--

GaAs/n+-GaAs are grown. Next SiOz etching by 6:1

BOE is followed for opening PIN area. For ohmic
contact AuGeA.[VAu was evaporated on the drain, the
source, and the W gate contact areas. Rapid thermal
annealing(30sec at 370oC) ig. pe.rformed and W in PIN
opening area is removed by dipping in hot HzOz.

The individual modified VJFET characteristics is
rn::" in figure 3. The VJFET characteirstics is im-
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p{qved but the PIN junction characteristics is degraded.
This should be improved to have a satisfactoiy PIN
opjratio_n. Reactive ion etching (RIE) of SiO2,-W by
CF+ + Hz and GaAs by CC|2F2 + Hz are done to
prcvent the undercut in etching. The remaining processes
are the same as the above VJFET.

IIL Results and Discussions

The VJFET maximum transconductance is about

lmS/(30pm)2 and for the modified one, lmS/(10pm)2 is
obtained.

In the fabrication steps the p-type dopant affects the
2nd epita.,rially grown lightly doped or undoped n-layer.
The 2nd epitaxially grown layer may be fully
compensated by p-ty?e dopants if the dopants have large
vapor pressure like Zn. Thus the carbon was intrinsically
doped by reducing V/III elemental ratio to nearly 1-2.
The morphology was good in this ratio but hole carier
concentration is difficult to control. Only the hole carrier

concentration ranging between 1x1017 and 1x1gl8sm'3
is obtained. Thus some metal should be used to reduce
the gate series resistance . W forms satisfactory ohmic
contact to p-GaAs. But in the processing steps, W
degrades p-n junction characteristics so it must be
carefully treated. W protrusion and the edge roughness
affect the p-n jnction characteristics. The 2nd epitaxial
layer thickness in the active transistor area is easily
calculated by the principle that on SiO2 Ga source freely
migrate about 100pm and the growing occurs only when
the source reaches the exposed GaAs region. Also the
VJFET in this case does not saturate. If it saturates the
saturation will be due to the bulk velocity saturation
which occurs when the channel depth(grating opening)
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is large enough so that pinch-off can not take place. If
the pinch-off could take place by small channel depth,
the dominant mechanism is space charge limited current.
Thus drain current Ip5 will be modeled analytically as

follows[3]. From the figure 4 we can see that, before
saturation, IDS is given as follows.

Ips

tl"

=2qN'Fnffi(u

where

N'= #tYI!,u*N,v1 =\.Iq(WS+Wp,r- q

After the saturation is reached, we have

Ios

^l--. 2vpse I-zqtN'.ffi1.n,.

In the above, .ur-tr the electron saturation velocity. Here,
knee voltage is determined by the drain-source farasitic
resistances. VDS,rut = Es(Ws + Wd, where E, is the
carier velocity saturation field.

IV. Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed, fabricated and
analyzed the integrated PIN-VJFET srmcrure. This will
be useful in implemenring vertical type OEICs for
photodetection and image sensing, etc. The VJFET is
improved by W layer deposition on p-GaAs but pIN
junction characteristics should be improved.
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Figure.4 Parameters for VJFET model


